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27.5.2018

Com K Sebastin,
General Secretary,
SNEA CHQ Newdelhi.
Respected Com GS,
Sub: The Backstabbing and Opportunistic Acts of Administration and other Associations.
At last, the rays of hopes of promotion are appearing because of the untiring efforts of SNEA under your
leadership. We are at the knocking doors of the CPSU and hurdles one after another are getting cleared
with regard to our regular methods of DPC etc.,
It is at this juncture again the management is hell bent to divide us and once again one section has proved
its loyalty to the magic of management. It is for this reason that day by day their strength is diminishing
and only because you have tried to take them together, they in the little lights.
But, your honest and sober efforts will carry the mantle of SNEA a long way in the coming days. We
most heartily congratulate the LDCE SDEs for the orders being now released. These are all our strong
members of SNEA and any effort of those opportunists to inflict lies is not going to be in any ways affect
our LDCE brothers. Our LDCE brothers are matured enough to understand this game plan and several
LDCE successful members of SNEA have condemned those opportunists and messaged us that they will;
with full of their might fight for the struggle of SCF promotions. We must appreciate the spirit of these
comrades as against the opportunist divisive forces.
At the same time our aspirant SCF members waiting for 2 decades have congratulated all the LDCE SDEs
through several messages and shown their solidarity. In this way they have proved again that we are all
one as strong bonding stones of SNEA.
However, the present challenge forced by management to divide us by not issuing the SCF promotions
either in the name of not handling the legal case properly, timely and at the same time delaying the CPSU
in one or the other name has forced us to take a tough stand. They are challenging this strong force of
23000 executives by simply postponing our legitimate rights of Standard Pay Scales and also promotions
beyond all reasonableness. Comrade, GS are they are testing your gentleness and underestimating your
23000 strong brigades? Probably they have given all justification for SNEA to launch a very strong fight

which can be commenced without any hesitation as the management is completely responsible for all
these issues.
We from Karnataka demand either the SCF promotions immediately from JTO to SDE, SDE to DE
or total STRIKE NOTICE.
Yours Comradesly,
S P Jagadale,
Circle Secretary
Copy to:
Com Pandurang Nayak JSS
2. Com A A Khan, CHQ President.

